Have You Ever Considered Adopting an Adult Purebred Dog?

Purebred adoption organizations take in dogs for a variety of reasons. For example, owners may marry, divorce or relocate. Or perhaps a couple’s child develops allergies to the family pet. Many well-trained, well-loved dogs may end up with rescue organizations. If you’re thinking about buying a dog, you may consider adopting an adult dog through a purebred rescue organization.

10 good reasons to adopt an adult dog
They are typically...

- Calm, gentle and easy-going
- Housebroken
- Trustworthy when left alone
- Willing to sleep through the night
- Quiet and relaxed as you read the paper
- Up-to-date on vaccinations and other preventatives
- Full-grown
- Finished with teething and chewing
- Established with their personalities
- The best of friends!

For more information about adopting a purebred dog, please contact the organization listed below.
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